FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CLOSURE OF HULL BAY BOAT RAMP FOR REPAIRS

Commissioner Jean-Pierre L. Oriol of the Department of Planning and Natural Resources informs the St. Thomas/St. John boating community that the Division of Fish and Wildlife (DFW) is conducting repairs to the cement boat ramp at Hull Bay, St. Thomas.

The repairs are anticipated to begin on Tuesday, October 8, 2019 and continue through the end of the week. The boat ramp will be closed during the repairs. Signs will be posted to inform the public of progress and the re-opening of the ramp. The community’s cooperation during this process is appreciated.

For more information or if you have any questions, please contact the Department of Planning and Natural Resources, located at the Charles W. Turnbull Regional Public Library in Tutu, St. Thomas at 340-774-3320 x5141, or the Division of Fish and Wildlife office in St. Croix at 340-773-1082 x2261.